Facilitating Information Sharing Between Strangers Using Hyperlocal Community Wireless Networks

HYBRID PUBLIC SPACES AS TRIANGULATORS ENABLING STRANGERS TO INTERACT WITH EACH OTHER

Inclusive Input
Example: Hybrid Letter Box
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A guy sits on a square and finds an open wifi called contact. He logs in and finds himself relocated to a landing page automatically. He finds a simple forum where people converse about the actual square. He contributes a line and finds it projected onto the central sculpture. Others submit input with text messages or through a photo booth. Looking around he realizes that all the users are actually physically there. He spends some good hours enjoying the conversations triggered by this.

Inclusive Output
Example: TXTual Healing
Paul Notzold

DIY Networking
Example: Occupy Here
occupyhere.org

Open Source Social Software
Example: Tide Pools
http://tidepools.co

Playful Urban Interventions
Example: Yellow Chair Stories
Superflux
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